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1. INTRODUCTION 
A well-known theorem of Banach states that if T is a mapping on a complete 
metric space (3, p) such that for some number 01, 0 < 01 < 1, the inequality 
P(% TY> < ~x,Y), (1.1) 
holds, then T has a unique fixed point (i.e., a point u such that Tu = u). 
Extensions of this theorem [l, 21 continue to require that T is a contraction, 
i.e., 
PC% TY> -=E ,4x> Y). (1.2) 
This condition is essential if p is a metric but if p takes values in a partially 
ordered set 4, then the condition (1.2) is avoidable. 
In [3] we assumed the following condition 
P&% TY) G hh Y> (1.3) 
as a replacement for (1.1). Here $ is a mapping of a cone R (in a Banach space) 
into itself and the d-metric pr takes values in L’. In the event that R = R+ 
and I,$ = clp, then (1.1) emerges as a special case. 
Several applications to initial value problems have been developed as aresult 
of this extension [3-51. 
In this paper, we continue our work further by means of Kuratowski’s 
measure of noncompactness of a set A, y(A) [6]. We define a measure of 
noncompactness which is d-valued. By means of L-valued set functions one 
can define a bsemimetric space, where points are subsets, and thereby obtain 
interesting results. 
We also extend a generalization of Schauder’s fixed point theorem which 
is due to Darbo [7] and which uses the condition 
dT4 G oly(4 O<CY<l. (1.4) 
In the spirit of [3] we replace this condition by 
Y(T~ G QW~), U-5) 
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where y now takes values in a cone. Such a result applied to ordinary dif- 
ferential equations in a Banach space parallels recent work [8, 9, 11-131. 
Several results due to Darbo which are used in this paper may also be 
found in [16]. 
Finally, we remark that working in cones provides more accurate estimates 
by means of the induced partial ordering. For example, in place of conver- 
gence and compactness, we obtain stronger conditions like k-convergence and 
/-compactness. 
We adopt a convention of referring to known results as propositions. 
2. CONES 
Let E be a real Banach space. A set j&C E is called a cone if (i) R is closed; 
(ii) if u, z, E 1, then OIU + flv E R for all a, /3 > 0; (iii) of each pair of vectors u, 
--u at least one does not belong to /, provided u # 0, where 0 is the zero of 
the spat IX We say that u 3 v if and only if u - v E ,J. A cone 1 is called 
normal if a 6 > 0 exists such that jj er + e2 I] > 6 for er , ea E R and 
I/ e, ]I = ]I e2 j/ = 1. A set JZ C E is called J-bounded if there exists an element 
z such that x < z(x E J&‘). If in the set 7 of all upper bounds, there is a unique 
element z0 such that z, < x for all x E 7, then z0 is called the (least upper 
bound) sup of the set J%‘. The (greatest lower bound) inf is defined in a similar 
fashion. The cone R is called strongly minihedral if every k-bounded set has 
a sup. Every bounded subset J! in a strongly minihedral cone has an inf. 
In fact, if /3 and y, respectively, denote the sup of J%’ and the sup of 
{@ - m 1 m E A}, then the inf of M is B - y. The cone ,& is called minihedral 
if every pair of elements in E has a sup. The cone is called regular if every 
nondecreasing sequence x, (x1 < x2 < ‘.. x, < ...) which is d-bounded con- 
verges with respect to the norm. The following proposition combines some 
results from Krasnoselskii’s book [14]. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The cones A, of nonnegative functions in L, (the space 
functions which are pth power summable on a bounded set) is regular and strongly 
minihedral for 1 < p < 00. Moreover, in separable spaces (not necessarily L,) 
a regular minihedral cone is strongly minihedral and the sup of a set &! is the 
limit of a nondecreasing sequence of vectors of the form sup{xr , xa ,.. ., x,} 
where the xi’s are in &?. A similar statement holds for the inf. 
The norm in E is called semimonotone if for arbitrary x, y E R it follows 
from x < y that I] x /I < N I/ y I/ , where the constant N does not depend on x 
and y. 
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PROPOSITION 2.2 (cf. [14]). A necessary and su&ient condition for the 
cone &to be normal is that the norm be semimonotone. Furthermore, every regular 
cone is normal. 
We introduce a strict inequality: the relation x < y means y - x E R 
and for every nonincreasing sequence x1, x2 ,... which converges to 6, 
x, < y - x for n sufficiently large. 
Let $ be a mapping from a cone R into itself. The mapping 4 is said to be 
monotone if #u > I/JV whenever u > v. The mapping 4 is called upper semi- 
continuous from the right if whenever u, and #u, are both convergent, non- 
increasing sequences then lim #n, < # lim u, . 
The following observations proved in [3] will be useful. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let # map a segment 
of a cone R into itself. Suppose the condition 
(A) Either (i) # . pp ss u er semicontinuous from the right, R is regular or 
(ii) (I, is completely continuous, R is normal (or both), 
holds. If rn is a sequence of the conic segment such that the sequence $r, is non- 
increasing, then $r, is convergent. In particular, ay r, = z,P$, (the nth iterate) is 
nonincreasing then I@,, converges to a fixed point of Q, i.e., #w = w, where 
w =lim#%,. 
PROPOSITION 2.4 (Bellman-Gronwall-Reid Inequality). If condition (A) 
holds and (G is monotone, then the sequence @u,, is nonincreasing and $w = w 
where w = lim z,k,, . Moreover, sf v  < #v, then v  < w. In particular, w is the 
maximal fixed point of $ on the segment, Y. 
COROLLARY 2.1. If in addition to the hypothesis of Proposition 2.4, we 
assume that 
(B) 0 is the unique Jixed point of # on 9, 
then I,!&~ is nonincreasing and convergent to 0. 
3. k-SEMIMETRIC SPACES 
Let 95 be a set and I be a cone in a Banach space E. A function 
pR: 0 x S -+ A is said to be a k-semimetric on .!5? if pr has the properties: 
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(i) p&, y) == pA(y, x), p&c, X) y= 0, p&, _I)) -b. p&X, 2) + p&, 13). If, in 
addition, pR is positive definite, i.e., pi pL(~,y)~/ > 0, when x # y, then pR 
is said to be a &-metric on 9”. 
Let ($!E, pr) be a R-semimetric space. Then the induced quasimetric 
p: Z” x X+ R-t is defined by 
PC? Y) = II P&T Y>ll > (3.1) 
where /I . /I denotes the norm in E. It follows that (3, p) is a metric space if 
(X, pr) is a k-metric space, and the norm in E has the semimonotone pro- 
perty: Ij u jj < 11 v  j/ when u < v. 
All topological considerations will be defined in terms of the quasimetric p. 
Thus, for example, the sequence X, converges to y  means given E > 0 there 
exists an integer N > 0 such that p(xn , y) < E for rz > N. This notion of 
convergence does not take into account the partial ordering. We therefore 
define .&convergence: the sequence x, X-converges toy means that there exists 
a sequence u, in I which is nonincreasing to 0, ur 3 u2 > ... 3 u, ---f 8, 
such that P&G , y) < u, , n > 1. We say that the sequence x, is bCauchy 
convergent if there exists a sequence u, in R which nonincreases to 0 such that 
P.&n 7 x,)<u,form3n,n>l. 
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of the Proposition 2.2. 
LPMMA 3.1. In normal cones, A-convergence and RCauchy convergence 
implies convergence and Cauchy convergence, respectively. 
Remark 3.1. The spaces L, are examples of R-metric spaces. Define 
pl:L, XL,+& by 
P.&(t), Y(4) = I x(t) - r(t)1 . 
Remark 3.2. In the cones A,, ,&convergence is stronger than L, con- 
vergence but not as strong as uniform convergence. Also monotone con- 
vergence, as in Propositions 2.3 and 2.4, implies /-convergence. 
Remark 3.3. Using a strict inequality, for example, the one defined above 
or the strict inequality used in [14], one can define a topology on 57 by 
means of open balls which, in general, would be stronger than the p-topology. 
One can also define a topology by means of ,&convergence. Such 
considerations would be advantageous but will not be pursued here. The 
bsemimetric gives rise, in a natural way, to a notion of convergence which is 
suitable for a major portion of this discussion. Observe that p&(x, , z) --+ 0 
ifi&, , z) - 0 and this one reason for introducing the function p. In Section 5 
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we assume that p is a metric in order to draw a comparison with results of 
Kuratowski and Darbo. We believe the assumption to be unnecessary, 
however it is not a severe restriction in terms of applications. 
4. FIXED POINTS 
Following Petryshyn and Williamson [15], we denote by F(T) the set of 
fixed points of a mapping T: 9 4%. In the event that p is not positive 
definite, we consider also the possibly larger set 
p(T) = {x E X ( p(Tx, x) = O}. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let (3, ,Q) b e a k-semimetric space and let conditions (A) 
and (B) (cf. Section 2) be satisJied for the monotone map $ on the segment 
Y:efu<u,. Suppose that a map T: SF--f SF satis$es 
CC) P.&“x, TY) d 1crpR(x, Y) for F&, Y) G uo . 
Then for arbitrary s EP(T) and f  or arbitrary x0 E 37 such that pR(xo , s) < u. , 
the sequence of iterates TnxO &converges and converges to s. 
Proof. For any y E % and s E p(T), pls(s, y) < pA(s, Ts) + p#(Ts, y) 
and P,&% Y) < db 4 + PXS, Y). Since PR(S, Ts) = ,4Ts, s) = 4 
pxs, y) = pJ(Ts, y), y E %. Also, by the monotone property of I/I, 
h4xo , s) < ho . Hence, pXTxo , 4 < pATxo , Ts) < AJ&~ , 4 f #no . One 
shows in this manner, by induction, that 
pla(T”xo , 4 < 4-o . (4.1) 
By Corollary 2.1, the right-hand side of (4.1) tends monotonically to 8. 
This gives L-convergence for Tnxo + s and convergence is then assured by 
Lemma 3.1. 
Uniqueness and existence of fixed points in this framework have been 
discussed in an earlier paper [3]. The statement of the main result is given 
here more generally than in [3]. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1 the following 
statements hold. 
(i) p&, y) = 0 whenever x, y  EP( T) and pA(x, y) < u, . 
(ii) !,f v$, < u. and p(Txo , x0) < u. , then the sequence TnxO is /-Cauchy 
convergent and Cauchy convergent; its limit, if it exists, necessarily belongs to 
P(T). In particular, if (37, p) is a complete metric space, then the sequence Tnxo 
J-converges to the unique Jixed point w in the ball {y 1 pL(y, w) < uo}. 
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5. K-MEASURE OF NONCOMPACTNESS 
Henceforth it will be assumed that the cone R is regular, minihedral, and 
lies in a separable space E. Owing to Proposition 2.1, the cone I is also 
strongly minihedral. We also assume that (X, p) is a metric space. 
For an arbitrary set JZ? in the k-metric space (X, pJ, we denote by n(A) 
the set {p/(x, y) / x, y  E A%‘}. We say that A@ is k-bounded if D(4) is k-bounded. 
The L-diameter &(A!) of a k-bounded set A’ is then the supU(M). The 
diameter S(A) of a bounded set .A is defined in the usual manner with 
respect to the inducted metric p(x, y) = i/ pd(x, y)II . It can be shown that 
S(M) < Nlj S,(A)ij , where N is that same constant which expresses the 
semimonotone property of the norm in E (cf. Proposition 2.2). 
Recall that the measure of noncompactness 
y(A) = inf(d > 0 / & can be covered by a finite number of sets in X of 
diameter < d} 
and that ,(A%‘) = 0 i f f  the closure 2 is compact. Let 
Q(d) ={uEkl& can be covered by a finite number of sets in % of 
k-diameter < u}. 
We now define a I&-measure of noncompactness yk(A) = inf Q(d). The 
following lemma shows that 3/L is actually a measure of noncompactness, 
i.e., ~~(4) = 0 implies J? is compact. 
LEMMA 5.1. For every k-bounded set A’ C %“, y(A) < N 11 ~d(A!)lj , where 
N > 0 is a constant. (In fact, the same constant that appears in Proposition 
2.2.) 
Proof. We show first that if (ur , ua ,..., u,} is a finite set from Q(A) 
then its inf also belongs to A. Since 
q& , ug ,‘.., %a> = SUP{% Y SUP@2 ,..*, %J), 
it suffices to show this for the case of two vectors. Let ui , ua E 52(A) and 
{&*}, {ai} be finite covers of &? such that S,(zQ < ui , S,(gJ < ua . For 
the refinement, i.e., the cover consisting of sets of the form Bij = &i n aj , 
clearly S&9ii) < ui and SJ(gij) < ua . Hence S,(9t,) < u = inf{u, , ua}. 
This means that u E Q(A). 
It now follows from Proposition 2.1 that a sequence v, from Q&4’) can be 
found which converges to w = ~J(J&‘). 
Let u E Q(A) be arbitrary and let {AQ be a finite cover such that S,(di) < u 
for every tii in the cover. For one such di, let X, y  E dd. Then 
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Hence by the semimonotone property in regular cones (cf. Propositions 2.1, 
2.2), jl pR(x, y)]] < N 11 u 11 where N > 0 is a constant. Since 
Pb Y> = II f?&? rY > PC? Y> < N II u II 
for arbitrary x, y  E J(a, . Thus 6(&J < N 11 u 11 . This being true for all &i 
in the cover, y(A) < N 11 u 11 . 
Recall that u is arbitrary in Q(A). Hence y(A) < N/I yn I/ . Since the 
sequence 11 yn 11 converges to 11 zu (1 , it follows that y(A) < N II Ed’ jl . 
This completes the proof. 
I&mark 5.1. We suspect that a reverse inequality is not possible, in 
general, and that a set JZ may be compact and am # 0. Moreover, we 
conjecture that ‘y&k’) = 0 is related to /-convergence of sequences in the 
same way that ~(4’) = 0 is related to convergence of sequences. 
We say that JY is &compact if y*(4) = 0. Clearly, J&Y is compact ;f J?! 
is k-compact. 
6. MORE ON FIXED POINTS 
Let (3, pJ) be a k-metric space where R is a regular and minihedral cone in 
a separable Banach space. 
Denote by @ the collection of all l-bounded subsets of ?X and the empty 
set @. Define the k-semimetric on 93 by p(A, B) = yd(A n B) where 
A n B = A n B’ u B n A’ is the symmetric difference of the sets A and 
B and y4 is the I&-measure of noncompactness. Here “I” denotes complement. 
Given a map T: I -+ S, we define the induced map T: S? + SY given by 
TA = (TX 1 x E A} and for the empty set, T@ = @. 
LEMMA 6.1. For any map x+5: k+ R the statements 
PI) YATA) G h-c&b A ~a 
(D2) y&'-A A TB) < tClri(A A B), A, B ~9 
are equivalent. 
Proof. Clearly (D2) implies (Dl) by setting A = 0. For the converse 
note that TA n TB C T(A n B). Hence, 
THEOREM 6.1. Let (3, pr) be a &metric space and let conditions (A) and (B) 
be satisfiedfor the map Z/I: 9’ --f 9 (cf. Section 2). Suppose condition (Dl) holds 
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for the map X: 57 ---f X. Then any set Q, consisting of fixed points of X, fop which 
y/(Q) E 9, is A-compact, that is, y4(Q) < Us, implies y&(Q) = 8. 
Proof. In view of Lemma 6.1, the hypothesis of Proposition 4.1 is satisfied 
for the map T on the R-semimetric space (g, y/). According to (i) of that 
proposition, y!(Q) == ~~(0 A @) = 0. 
7. k-BANACH SPACES 
Now let 9” be a linear space. Consider a function p, from 3 into the cone ,& 
with the properties: p&(ax) = / LY 1 PA(~), pR(x -f y) <PA(X) + p&(y), for 
arbitrary vectors x, y  in CZ and scalars 01. In addition, we require that p,(x) # 0 
when x is not the zero vector in !X. Such a function will be called a &norm on 
3. Assume that X is a normed vector space in the classical sense with respect to 
the associated function p(x) = I/ pR(~)Il . We say that (Z, pi) is a R-Banach space 
if (X, p) is a Banach space. The R-metric and associated (classical) metric in a 
bBanach space are defined by pa(x, y) = pk(x - y), p(x, y) = p(x - y), 
respectively. 
Examples of R-Banach spaces are indicated in Remark 3.1. 
The k-measure of noncompactness in a bBanach space has the properties 
normally associated with measure of noncompactness. One of these which we 
require later is given in the following. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let G(A) denote the convex closure of a &bounded set A. 
Then y&Z A) = yR(A). 
The proof of Lemma 7.1 is not difficult if one follows Darbo’s proof for 
y(ZZ A) = y(A). However, care must be taken since: (i) no notion of strict 
inequality is used in the deJinition of y/(A); (ii) the cone valued supremum of a set 
need not be a limit point; (iii) the approach to zero may occur via a variety of 
paths. On the other hand one is armed with the fact that y&(A) is the limit of a 
nondecreasing sequence from G(A) (cf. the proof of Lemma 5.1). 
8. EXTENSION OF SCHAUDER’S FIXED POINT THEOREM 
THEOREM 8.1. Let X be a R-Banach space and X a continuous map from 
S into %. Suppose C is a closed, k-bounded convex set in 3 such that TC C C. 
Suppose further that conditions (A) and (B) are satisfied for a monotone map 
#: 9’ + .Y where Y is a conic segment 0 < u < u,, (cf. Section 2). I f  yR(C) < u0 
and if 
~04 G +YM (8.1) 
for any convex closed subset A of C, then T has a jxed point in C. 
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Proof. Let C, = C and Cm+r = cO(TC,), n >, 0. Put rn = rX(C,), n > 0. 
One then has from condition (8.1) and Lemma 7.1, r,+r < #r, , n >, 0. 
From the monotone property of $, it follows that r, < @rO < $%,, . Now 
Corollary 2.1 gives r, = yla(C,) ---f 8. Apply Lemma 5.1 to obtain y(C,) --t 0. 
Recall y is the (non-R-valued) measure of noncompactness. The conclusion 
then follows as a consequence of the following Proposition 8.1 due to Darbo 
and modified by Nussbaum (cf. [16]). This completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 8.1. Let C be a closed bounded convex set in a Banach space X. 
Let T: C -+ C be a continuous map. Let Cl = Z(TC) and C, = cO(C,-,) for 
n > 1. Assume that y(C,) ---f 0. Then T has a $xed point. 
Darbo also proved the following fixed point theorem which follows as a 
Corollary of Proposition 8.1. 
PROPOSITION 8.2. Let C be a closed bounded convex set and T: C + C an 
or-set-contraction, 01 < 1. Then T has a Jixed point. 
Recall that T is an or-set-contraction on C if 
for any subset A of C. If C is compact then condition (8.2) is certainly satisfied 
since both sides are zero. Thus Proposition 8.2 may be regarded as an exten- 
sion of Schauder’s fixed point theorem. On the other hand, if we choose our 
cone to be R+, the nonnegative real line, and if we choose t)(t) = at, 
0 < 01 < 1, then Theorem 8.1 reduces to Proposition 8.2. 
9. APPLICATION TO DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
We consider the Cauchy problem 
x’ =f(t, 4, x(O) = x0 7 (9.1) 
where f E C[R+ x E, E], E being a Banach space with norm // . (1. Then 
there exists a closed set B(xo , b) = [X E E: 11 x - x0 I] < b] and an interval 
[0, a] such that 11 f(t, x)11 < M on [0, a] x B(x, , b). Set r) = min(a, b/M). 
Let C = C[[O, n], E] be the normed linear space of continuous functions 
with the supremum norm denoted by 11 . Ilo and Co C C be the subset of those 
functions with values in B(x,, , b). The operator T defined by 
TX = xo + l,l f  (s, x(s)) ds 
is clearly continuous form Co into itself. 
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Introduce the function L: R+ ---f R+ defined by 
where S C B(x, , b) is any set such that y(S) 3 E. Suppose that 
ds s- ()+ sL(s) = co. (9.2) 
It is shown in [12] that 
where S C C, is any family of mappings. Also, the existence of a closed and 
convex subset C C C, such that TC C C and y(C) < u0 is established under 
the assumptions. Furthermore, it can be shown that the condition (9.2) 
implies that the mapping #u = 2X(u) u for some 0 < 6 < n has the required 
properties assumed in (A) and (B). Consequently, by a special case of Theo- 
rem 8.1, it follows that T has a fixed point in C which implies that the Cauchy 
problem (9.1) has a solution on [0, 61. 
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